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Combined DCM Beat Newsletter for all

In this
Issue

Going forward the DCM Beat newsletter will
be unified for all studies of the DCM
Research Project – the DCM Legacy Study,
the DCM Precision Medicine Study, and the
DCM Discovery Study. This will provide the
most interesting stories and helpful updates
for all DCM Research Project participants.
(Please see the figure below).
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Participant Highlight:
Tom Galido

Please be aware that follow up will continue,
and the ongoing participation of you and your
family members is needed. We will seek a
second round of NIH funding to enroll additional family members into the DCM Precision Medicine Study, and additional clinical
screening will be conducted for all family
members, new and old, who enrolled.

www.dcmproject.com
Because DCM Precision Medicine Study
probands were randomized to receive or not Newly enrolled families now are placed into
receive the study’s Family Heart Talk booklet, the DCM Discovery Study, as are any
a newsletter specific to that study was initiat- reconsented Legacy Study participants.
ed. Probands are the first individuals of a
family with DCM to be enrolled in a study. The
first NIH funding period for the DCM Precision
Medicine study has been completed, so the
special enrollment conditions for that study
are now completed.
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DCM study results
published in JAMA
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We thank all study participants for joining
the DCM Precision Medicine Study.
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To date, over 4500 participants from more than 1750
families have been enrolled into the DCM Research Project.

We need each of you to continue to participate to help us
more fully understand DCM
genetics so that we can prevent

This figure shows the development of the Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) Research Project from 1993 to the present. All
studies are components of the DCM Research Project. The
first study was named the Familial Dilated Cardiomyopathy
(FDC) Study due to a desire to enroll large families with
multiple individuals affected with DCM. The FDC Study was
federally funded with 3 National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grants from 1998 – 2013. In 2013 due to increased efforts to
enroll smaller families and individuals with DCM, the FDC
Study was renamed the DCM Research Study. The DCM
Precision Medicine Study, newly NIH-funded in 2015, needed
to proceed independently from the DCM Research Study, as
noted in the main article. Due to major changes in the informed
consent going forward, the DCM Research Study was
reimagined: participants consented prior to 2015 were
considered part of the Legacy Study, and newly enrolled
participants (not participating in the DCM Precision Medicine
Study) were placed into the DCM Discovery Study. An NIH
application will be submitted in November 2022 to refund the
DCM Precision Medicine Study, with the aim to clinically
rescreen previously enrolled family members and to enroll new
relatives of previously enrolled probands. No new probands will
be enrolled into the DCM Precision Medicine study. The DCM
Discovery Study anticipates enrolling many new families with
one or more individuals having DCM in 2022 and beyond.

Study Participant Spotlight: TOM GALIDO
Tom Galido is no quitter.
From an elite athlete and
CEO of his company to
barely being able to walk a
block and consulting from a
hospital bed, Tom says resilience has been key to
accepting his diagnosis of
dilated
cardiomyopathy
(DCM).

Tom’s sister was the first to seek genetic testing.
Together, Tom, his sister, and his mother were found
to have a change in the LMNA gene. LMNA creates a
protein called lamin, a critical protein that provides
strength and stability to the cell, particularly surrounding the cell nucleus, which is the part of the cell that
contains the DNA. When changes in LMNA prevent
the lamin protein from working properly, a person can
develop DCM.
Photo credit: Candra Bunn

Tom is not the first person in his family to have DCM.
In talking about his 30 plus year experience, Tom
recognizes he now “knows a lot about hearts” and the
doctors who have treated his family members are
now like family. Tom’s story starts with his mother,
who had a heart transplant in 1993, before the family
had even heard the term “dilated cardiomyopathy”.
Nearly two decades later, his sister was diagnosed
and as his sister was coming to need a transplant,
Tom learned his heart was also enlarged. It wasn’t
much later before he needed a transplant too.
“I was hovering at 22% ejection fraction, and I
was taking my drugs doing everything I had to do.
And then I was also running a company as a CEO
at the time and then, I went to one of my appointments and they said, ‘Sir, you can't leave.’”
Tom was put on the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) transplant list and received a new heart
two and a half days later. He considers himself
extremely lucky. These days, he says he’s “cruising
along” and stays healthy through Pilates, personal
training, and walking. Although Tom’s transplant was
successful, his path wasn’t necessarily an easy one.
Like many DCM and transplant recipients, he experienced post-surgery complications, side-effects from
medications, and weight loss. He credits much of his
resilience to his family support and therapy.
“There’s very few people with this problem, but
when you have it, it’s very specific and it's a big
problem that you don't know how it's going to
end. How it’s going to resolve. You got to have
coping mechanisms, you know, you got to have
resiliency.”
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Through participating in the DCM Precision Medicine
Study, Tom hopes that his family can help in improving the care of others with DCM. Tom and his father,
who is a physician, also give back in other ways,
through volunteering to aid others who have heart
diagnoses like DCM understand their condition and
coach them through the process. Tom hopes that his
story and success can help to inspire others in their
journey with dilated cardiomyopathy and heart transplant:
“I wish there was a way that people who get
diagnosed with DCM could get the knowledge and
experience that's in my head from doing this for
30 years, and to realize that while the outcome
could be really bad, it’s not that bad. If you take
care of yourself, you can manage it. There's a lot
of fear, and its knowledge and experience that
make it not so scary.”
by Devin Marie Pillis, Genetic Counseling Graduate Student Class
of 2022 and Return of Genetic Results Team Member in the DCM
Precision Medicine Study

The DCM Research Project is grateful for Tom, his
family members, and for each one of our study
participants who help us advance understanding
of the genetics of DCM.

To learn more about the DCM Research Project, visit
www.dcmproject.com.

Major Study Published
Key results were published from the DCM Precision Medicine Study on February 1, 2022 in the Journal of the American Medical Association, a top medical journal. The study addressed two major questions based on clinical data
only and not yet using genetic information, to be published later.
The first question was, “How frequently do
patients who have DCM have clinical
evidence of DCM in their first-degree
relatives?” Clinical evidence means a weakened left ventricular heart muscle as shown
by a reduced ejection fraction or an enlarged
left ventricle (LV). First-degree relatives are
parents, siblings, and children. The study
used statistical predictions to estimate what
would have been found if all living family
members had enrolled in the study, as only
about one-third did enroll. What was found
for DCM in family members was:
• An estimated 29.7% of patients seen at
a typical US heart failure program would
have one or more family members with
DCM if all first-degree relatives were
screened.
• Family risk of DCM was greater in Black
families than White families: familial
DCM in Black patients was 39.4% compared to 28.0% in White patients.
If evidence of early DCM, that is, either LV
enlargement or a reduced ejection fraction,
but not both, was considered in family members then:
• An estimated 56.9% of all family members had DCM or early evidence of
DCM.
The second question was, “What is the
lifetime risk of developing DCM for a first-degree relative of a patient with DCM?”
• The risk of DCM was substantial and
reached a 19% lifetime risk.
• If clinical evidence of early DCM was
included, the estimated lifetime risk was
33%.
For the first time in a multicenter study,
specific risks, estimated of familial DCM in
patients with DCM, were substantial, with a
lifetime risk for first-degree family members
of approximately 1 in 5 (19%) overall. Genetic information will be published later in 2022.
Access the full article online at

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2788528
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MEDICAL UPDATES
If anyone in your family is newly diagnosed with heart
problems, please let us know. Similarly, if you or anyone in
your family has had heart or genetic tests performed,
regardless of results, we would be interested in receiving
copies. Please contact us and we will send you a medical
records release form. If we have already sent you medical
record release form(s), please send us the completed
form(s) as soon as possible.

CLINICAL GENETIC TESTING?
While our research continues even after a research result is
identified in a family, we recommend that all individuals
with DCM consider undergoing clinical genetic testing.
Clinical genetic testing is done similarly to any other blood
test that is ordered by your doctor and sent out to a laboratory. Your results would be provided to your doctor.
According to medical guidelines for the evaluation of
cardiomyopathy, clinical genetic testing can be a complex
process. Therefore, referral to a center expert in genetic
evaluation should be considered. We can help you identify
a clinic that offers genetic counseling and testing for
DCM.

CONTACT INFORMATION UPDATES
If you have moved or have a new phone number or email
address, please let us know. Call 877-800-3430 or email
us through the “Contact Us” page on our website:
www.dcmproject.com. This way we can get in touch with
you for any follow-up and continue to send you our
newsletter.

If you have undergone clinical genetic testing outside
of this study and have results, please provide us with a
copy of your results for our database.
This information will help us in our approach to identifying
the gene or genes that may be causing DCM as well as
how these mutations lead to DCM. Please contact us
(toll-free) at 877-800-3430 or email Elizabeth Jordan,

GO PAPERLESS!
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If you would like to receive our newsletter by email, please
contact us with your email address, and we will be pleased
to add you to our email mailing list. You may also opt out
of receiving a paper copy of this newsletter.

You are receiving this DCM Research Project newsletter because you are a consented participant in the DCM Precision Medicine Study, Discovery Study, or Legacy Study. The aim of the DCM Research Project is to discover the
genetic basis of DCM and to translate newly found knowledge into the practice of medicine. Your continued participation is vital to our research effort, please help us by updating us with new develop-
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